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Several small charitable organisations* have expressed a desire to do more in relation to equality,
diversity and inclusion (EDI) – however their budget or the logistical barriers of being a small
organisation has limited the progress that they can make. 
 
The Equal Group has met this need by providing a dedicated Small Charity Support Package, for
charitable organisations with less than 50 FTE and less than £1 million annual revenue. Within this
package we will allocate a number of days consulting time with an experienced EDI consultant, in
addition to a quarterly EDI progress review session. This time allocation is completely flexible and
can be used in any way you see fit, with options to rollover the allocation or condense work into
dedicated programmes of work. We will also make quarterly training available at a discounted rate.
We can cover a number of different aspects within our consulting packages: 

Flexibility
Use EDI consultancy time as you see fit, bundle
time or spread allocated time across several
weeks. Any unused time rolls over each month. 

EDI Best Practice 
Leverage best in class EDI expertise across
multiple demographics and subject areas
without the costly overhead.

Tailored Service
We will work closely with you to design and
implement interventions designed specifically
to meet your needs and EDI objectives.

Cost Effective 
We are pleased to offer considerable discounts on
our typical consulting rates for small charities, to
ensure that they are accessible for all.
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OVERVIEW

There are a number of benefits of working with us, namely:

OUR APPROACH

Strategic Advice + Insight
We provide the benefit of our experience in shaping your EDI activities. We will help to embed a
consistent and evolutionary approach to ensuring sustainable and measurable EDI progress. 

Policy / Process Review
We will help to create and refine your processes and procedures and ensure they are in line with
best practice, whilst also being reviewed on a regular basis by an independent party.

Systems / Data Review
We can provide insight into the impact that your systems are having on your current EDI activities as
well as considering your approach to collecting and analysing quantitative and qualitative data. 

Challenge / Critical Friend
We will provide robust challenge and an independent perspective on your EDI ambitions as well as
assessing your progress against your stated EDI objectives.

Regular EDI Catch Up
We will arrange quarterly EDI strategy sessions to provide continual focus and ensure that your
organisation is committed to regularly reviewing progress and reviewing lessons learnt on the way.
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* We class small charitable organisations as registered charities, community interest companies
(CICs) and non-profits with less than 25 staff (FTE) or less than £1m in annual revenue.
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Free EDI webinars
We regularly host EDI specific webinars
covering a range of topics, with insightful
advice and relevant case studies.

Discounted day rates 
Where additional consulting hours are needed,
these will be provided at a heavily discounted
rate.
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PACKAGES

In addition to the details outlined above, there are several other options: 

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Access to a pool of
suitably experienced
EDI consultants with
support from a wider
team. 
8 hours of allocated
consulting time per
month.
Your own detailed EDI
transformation
roadmap.
Quarterly EDI strategy
review sessions.

Starter

Ideal for smaller charities
that want to make an
impact and ensure their
policies and procedures
are in line with best
practice.

£750 per month

What's included:

Group Packages
If a group of charities that meet our 'small charitable organisation' criteria would like to share the
cost of one of these packages, we are happy to discuss how this could work. 

Custom Packages
We understand that every organisation's needs are different, so are able to provide bespoke
packages to meet your individual needs and circumstances.

+ Starter Package
A knowledgeable and
skilled dedicated EDI
consultant, supported
by a team of diverse
EDI specialists.
4 additional hours of
allocated consulting
time per month.
An annual EDI data
audit.
Quarterly EDI strategy
review sessions.

Essential

Ideal for small to medium
sized, social / public
value focused charities
with large and diverse
stakeholder groups or
beneficiary communities.

£1,500 per month

What's included:

+ Essential Package 
A knowledgeable and
skilled dedicated EDI
consultant, supported
by a team of diverse
EDI specialists.
12 additional hours of
allocated consulting
time per month.
2 (90 mins) bespoke
training sessions.
Quarterly EDI strategy
review sessions.

Advanced

Ideal for growing small
charities that have very
progressive and
ambitious EDI agendas,
with growth aspirations
in the coming years.

£2,500 per month

What's included:

Discounted training options
We will provide opportunities for your staff to
access EDI training courses at a discounted
rate.

Regular tips and guidance 
We will provide regular insights into news and
developments related to EDI across the charity
sector.


